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Abstract
The problem of the study is in the fact that the organizational and pedagogical teacher training mechanisms at the
universities do not always have a positive effect on the quality of the pedagogical education. The objective of the study
was to develop a functional mechanism for technological teacher training update at the university. The methodology is
based on the concept of key competence of Gary Hamel, associated with the development of management strategies
based on a matrix of significant problems. A significant problem matrix was obtained, on the basis of which it was
concluded that the functional mechanism for technological update is an organizational and pedagogical system that
implements such functions as diagnostic monitoring, conceptualization, informatization and gamification,
systematization and classification, forecasting and synergy, reflection, feedback, continuity. The significant problem
matrix allowed to substantiate the relevance of using the certain technologies in the functional mechanism (systemtarget technology, structural and content technology, personalized technology, distributed technology, integrative
technology, menter-technology, genius-technology, education gamification technology, innovative culture formation
technology, foresight technology, pedagogical facilitation technology, noxological technology), criteria (personalized
accentuation, cognitive accentuation, activity accentuation, employer’s satisfaction with training outcomes). The
implementation of the functional mechanism at Kazan Federal University ensured the growth of the future teachers’
professional competence. The results obtained in the course of the study allowed to formulate the recommendations for
the use of the functional mechanism for technological teacher training update at the universities.
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Introduction
The current state of pedagogical education causes alarm of the world public: the current teacher
training system has faced new challenges – the transformation of socio-economic, regulatory and legal
relations in the structure of pedagogical education, the public consciousness transformation in a change in
attitudes towards school, teacher, child and childhood, the education space transformation – the need to use
modern digital technologies in studies, effective forms of personification, gamification of learning,
personal (reflexive) form of a network or remote communication.
Purpose and objectives of the study
The problem of creating a functional mechanism that allows to quickly update not only the
curriculum content, but also educational technologies, has become increasingly relevant in recent years.
The quality of education, the quality of training, and the ranking of universities depend on the timely
updating of technologies.
The study set to decide how to develop the organizational and pedagogical functional mechanism
providing the technological updating of teacher training at the university based on the analysis of the
problems of technological equipment of teacher training at the university and special pedagogical
experiments at the schools, colleges, universities and centers for continuous pedagogical education.
Research questions are (1) how to solve the problem of developing a technological updating
mechanism at the universities of Russia, Eastern Europe, Western and Northern Europe; (2) what are the
functions of organizational and pedagogical mechanisms in the structure of pedagogical education
development; (3) what criteria, indicators, and methods to use when diagnosing students’ professional
competencies; (4) how the functional model of technological updating affects the development of students’
professional competencies.
The research objective is to develop a functional mechanism for technological teacher training
update at the university. We investigated the functions of organizational and pedagogical mechanisms for
updating the technological content of teacher training.
Literature review
The researchers of pedagogical technologies for teacher training in the Russian universities
(Torgunskaya, 2007; Shumilova, 2009; Loktyushina, 2011; Ivochkina, 2012; Mardakhaev, Nikitina, 2012;
Mityaeva, Fomina, 2016; Konoplyanskiy, 2018) and the Eastern, Western and Northern European
countries (Cunningham, 2010; Gay & Howard, 2010; Weber, 2014; Hsu, Hamilton, & Wang, 2015;
McMahon, Forde, & Dickson, 2015; Menter, 2015; Root-Bernstein, 2015; Darling-Hammond, 2016; Xin,
Accardo, Shuff, Cormier, & Doorman, 2016; Barnes & Mattson, 2017) pay attention to the organizational
and pedagogical mechanisms of education development, innovation management, education quality
management.
At present, the education development mechanisms, updating its content are understood as a
package (or system) of measures, assembly of elements, processes, functions, etc. that realize the object’s
ability to function, develop, ensure the synergistic effect and effectiveness of the educational process.
These mechanisms suggest:
- the systemic changes due to internal innovations in objectives, content, technologies;
- the educational process technologization, aimed at increasing the creative and exploratory
activity of the educational process subjects, their self-realization and professional identity;
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- the educational process technologization at the university through a change in the organization
of the student government bodies’ activities, involving the students in the pedagogical, socio-economic,
political and cultural life of the university;
- the inclusion of interdisciplinary (integrative) technologies aimed at strengthening the practical
orientation of future teacher training into the educational process;
- the growth of social and professional initiatives that are associated with the involvement of the
public in the actual university management.
As you can see, the technologies are actively used in the education development mechanisms and
they are associated with the creative and research activity of education subjects, with the educational work
organization in the universities, with the strengthening the practical orientation of teacher training, with the
growth of social and professional initiatives by teachers and students, etc.
Thus, the educational technologies and the problems of their updating are in the focus of attention
of the researchers engaged in the organizational and pedagogical mechanisms.
Indeed, in recent years the education space has become increasingly digital and multichannel. A
person entering this space needs the constant assimilation of the new educational technologies. At the same
time, the human, personal factor becomes relevant: the student’s personality can go to the virtual world, get
out of touch with reality, get misplaced in his future professional activity in the conditions of interaction
with the digital space. The teacher’s personality – the electronic resource author – as a possessor of the
future teacher’s moral values should interact with the student not only in the distance, but also in the living
– real – format. The real interaction format is characterized by: 1) moral and spiritual qualities; 2) equality
of communication partners; 3) reliance on the teaching staff (Korpachev, 2018).
From this point of view, the functions of organizational and pedagogical mechanisms are the least
studied: the absence of functional (personal, reflexive, prognostic, synergistic, etc.) scope of engagement
(teacher and student) in these mechanisms can result in the technological effect loss and the digital (and
any another new) pedagogical education discrediting.
Methodology
The study methodology was based on the concept of ‘key competence’ by Gary Hamel (2014)
related to the development of management strategies based on a significant problem matrix.
The methods of questioning, interviewing, analysis and comparison, methods of summarizing the
statistical results, learning outcomes were used in the study.
As a result of processing the data obtained during interviews, four types of problems were
revealed (according to the typology of Prigozhin (1995): (1) root - causing or exacerbating other problems;
(2) key - depending on some problems, but at the same time causing or exacerbating other problems; (3)
resultant - arising from other problems; (4) autonomous - quite significant, but not related to others.
The “+” sign indicated the problems that turned out to be pronounced as of 2013-2018, the “-”
sign indicated those problems that exist but cannot be designated as root, key, resultant, autonomous ones.
The “+” sign means more positive in solving the problem, the “-” sign means the predominance of the
negative in solving the problem.
The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient was used in the study. He made it possible to
establish the dependence of the future teachers’ professional competence on the degree of implementation
of technological updating mechanisms at bachelor, master and postgraduate level.
Thus, a correlation was established – the statistical relationship of several quantities (quantitative
indicators of the most repetitive problems), which can be considered root, key, resultant, autonomous
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(Prigozhin, 1995) with some acceptable degree of accuracy. At the same time, the changes in the values of
one or several of these quantities are accompanied by a systematic change in the values of other quantities.
Results and Discussions
According to Prigozhin (1995), we have made a list of problems of technological updating of the
pedagogical education content. The experts (pedagogical education organizers) had to cross the irrelevant
or repetitive problems, then to combine the problems, when necessary, to select the most important ones
from the resulting transformed list. After filling in the ‘empty schedule’ by the paired comparison method,
the main problems of the functional mechanisms for technological teacher training update were identified.
We conducted this study in 2016-2018 at the Universities of Russia (Kazan Federal University,
Lomonosov Moscow State University, Mordovian State University, Baltic Federal University); Belarus
(A.S. Pushkin Brest State University, Department of Pedagogy of Brest Technical University); Poland
(University of Opole, Pope John Paul State University); Moldova (Slavic University of the Republic of
Moldova); Germany (Department of Pedagogy of Dresden University of Technology); Norway (University
of Oslo), Sweden (Stockholm University).
The technological updating mechanisms at different levels – pedagogical specialized secondary
level, general higher pedagogical level, bachelor level, master level, pedagogical postgraduate level and
advanced training and retraining levels at universities were analyzed as a part of the study.
Based on the analysis of the matrix data (237 surveyed teachers from the universities of the
Russian Federation, Eastern and Western European countries, Scandinavian countries), studying,
comparing the root, resultant, key problems, the dominant functions that, according to teachers, should
influence the technological updating the teacher training were established (Table 1, Diagram 1).
Table 1. Results of diagnostics of the dominant functions of technological updating the teacher
training (in %)
Universities
Russ
Eastern
Wester
Scan
Functions
ian
European
n
European dinavian
Federation
countries
countries
countries
Monitoring
87
43
59
53
Conceptualization
79
68
41
39
Informatization
and
54
89
95
92
gamification
Systematization and
65
59
56
94
classification
Forecasting and synergy
68
78
94
50
Reflection
97
76
91
92
Feedback
82
95
55
52
Continuity
65
77
57
51
As you can see, the dominant functions at the universities of Russia, Eastern, Western and
Northern European countries are determined approximately equally. However, if the monitoring (87%),
reflection (97%) are at the forefront in Russia, then the informatization and gamification (89%) and
feedback (95%) prevail in the Eastern European countries.
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It is noteworthy that the universities of the Western and Northern European countries clearly stand
out the functions of informatization and gamification (95%), forecasting and synergistic analysis (Western
Europe – 94%, Northern Europe – 90%), reflection (Western Europe – 91%, Northern Europe – 92%).
Almost all the functions indicated in the Diagram (see Diagram 1) are noted by the majority of
teachers (more than 50% of the respondents). Only the monitoring function in the Eastern European
countries is noted as the root problem by 43% (for comparison, 87% in Russia). In Eastern European
countries, this situation is explained by instability and unpredictability of the university education
development.
Such functions as forecasting and synergistic analysis (only 50%, 94% in Western Europe, 78% in
Eastern Europe, 65% in Russia), systematization and classification (94% versus 56% in Western Europe or
65% in Russia) stand apart in the Scandinavian countries (Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland).
The reflection is noted at the Russian universities as an important problem of the technological
organization of the educational process not only by teachers of psychology and pedagogy, but also by the
teachers of basic disciplines (mathematics, physics, chemistry, etc.).

Diagram 1. Results of diagnostics of the dominant functions of technological updating of teacher
training in Russia, in the Eastern, Western European countries and Scandinavian countries (in %)
Despite the wide variation in the respondents’ opinions on the need for resuscitation, revival or
development of these functions, the obtained diagnostic map (Diagram 1) convincingly shows that the
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functional mechanism for technological teacher training update is of great importance for the teacher
education development at the universities.
Pedagogical Experiment at Kazan Federal University
The study found that the functional mechanism for technological teacher training update should be
based on the implementation of the following functions:
system monitoring of technological support of pedagogical education, scientific
achievements in the field of fundamental (subject) science (mathematics, physics, chemistry, etc.), in the
field of applied science (psychology, pedagogy, methodology), advanced innovative practice (87% of
respondents);
conceptualization of system monitoring data of technological support of the content and
system of pedagogical education (79% of respondents);
informatization and gamification of teacher training technologies (54% of respondents),
systematization and classification of the technological teacher training (65% of
respondents);
forecasting and synergistic analysis of technological support of future teacher training
(68% of respondents);
reflection, involving the analysis of technology from the point of view of the student’s
personal contact with the teacher and the student’s self-analysis of the cognitive, moral and ethical sphere
of his future professional activity (97% of respondents);
feedback – analysis of the university’s interaction with educational institutions (82% of
respondents);
continuity – analysis of technologies from the point of view of the advanced training
tasks, professional retraining of educators (63% of respondents).
Such teacher training technologies as system-target technology, structural and content technology,
personalized technology, distributed technology, integrative technology, menter-technology, geniustechnology, education gamification technology, innovative culture formation technology, foresight
technology, pedagogical facilitation technology, noxological technology were identified, justified, tested
based on the development of a significant (root, key, resultant) problem matrix. The matrix, which
summarized the results of 8 Russian and foreign universities, showed that these technologies make
pedagogical education personally oriented, practically meaningful and of high quality. These technologies
are used in the educational process of Kazan Federal University (and are distributed as a part of the
program activities of the IFTE) at the Russian and Western European universities. The university
technologies can be used (and are already being used) in the Russian pedagogical education systems
(partner universities of Kazan Federal University).
The traditional system of pedagogical education was more focused on humanistic explanatory and
illustrative or problematic (heuristic) forms of education. In the 20th century, the young man’s education
space changed dramatically (it became digital, multichannel and often commercial), the young man
changed himself (his operational mosaic thinking became to dominate), the structure of the teacher’s and
student’s interpersonal relations changed (contractual training forms began to influence the relationship),
etc. All this required the identification, development of learning technologies that are relevant to time and
to teacher training at non-pedagogical university.
The traditional technologies focused on explanatory-illustrative and problem-developing teaching
methods made it possible to ensure an adequate level of student training, but did not integrate the subject’s
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content at an interdisciplinary level with work at school and practically did not prepare them for work with
children (for the teaching methods). The new technologies allowed to maintain a high level of training on
the one hand, and to ensure the effective student training for work in the preschool institutions and schools
on the other hand: they provide for interdisciplinarity, modularity, digital support, orientation to the future
teacher’s personality and teaching internship. These technologies can be used in the undergraduate and
graduate studies of classical (federal) universities of Russia and foreign countries.
The results of introducing new technologies into the educational practice of Kazan Federal
University were the increase in the quality of pedagogical education (based on the results of state
examinations, defense of graduation thesis), the employers’ feedback, etc.
Functional Mechanism for Technological Teacher Training Update
Such functional mechanism was tested at Kazan Federal University in 2018-2019. To test the
effectiveness, the graduate students, young teachers, advanced students (1,243 people) were involved. Such
a wide sample made it possible to use the criteria of personalized, cognitive and activity accentuation,
comparing the graduate student with a young teacher and a teacher employed during 5-10 years.
The qualification indicators approved by the Order of the Ministry of Education and Science of
Russia (Order No. 276, 2014) were used as indicators of the cognitive and practical activities of the
respondents.
These indicators - the indicators of the students’, teachers’, practitioners’, advanced students’
competence formation - became the basis for testing the effectiveness of the developed functional
mechanism (Table 2).
Table 2. Criteria, indicators, methods of monitoring the professional pedagogical competencies
of students
Criteria
Indicators
Monitoring Methods
1. Personalized
A student (teacher) is characterized
- reflexive method,
accentuation
by the ability to form the students’ involves the self-analysis by a
motivation to implement learning activities. student, a teacher of their own
A student perceives the interaction with the pedagogical,
methodical
students as a personally significant activity activity
(in
terms
of
and “inspires” an interest in the subject, qualification
characteristics
study and school as a whole. He is indicators);
characterized by the motivation for the
growth of pedagogical skills determined by
expert
method,
the indicators of professional categories - involves the participation of
the teacher category, the first and the highest teachers and methodologists, is
qualification categories: he owns the associated with the analysis of
modern educational technologies and the effectiveness of lessons and
methods and effectively apply them in his extracurricular activities;
professional practice.
2.
Cognitive
The cognitive accentuation is used
- qualimetric method,
accentuation
in building the pedagogical education involves the use of simple
structure and content, preparing the teacher mathematical methods for
for decision-making in problem situations of processing the results of
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professional activity, giving particular
importance and, accordingly, enhancing the
role of the intellectual component of the
future teacher’s activity.
A student (teacher) is characterized
by the maximum (or close to it) level of
development of competence in the field of
personal qualities; he is capable of a
differentiated and individualized perception
of the students’ inner world; in order to take
a humanistic attitude towards them during
the educational process. He is characterized
by the professional pedagogical competence
modern
educational
technologies
(educational technologies should meet the
basic
requirements:
conceptuality;
consistency; manageability; efficiency;
reproducibility), etc.

educational
work;

Activity

The productivity and effectiveness
of methodological activities (speeches at
scientific conferences, pedagogical readings,
seminars,
sections,
etc.; conducting
demonstration lessons, classes, events,
master
classes,
etc.;
scientific,
methodological and academic publications
(publication availability); stable results of
learning by students, pupils of educational
programs and indicators of the dynamics of
their achievements above the average in the
subject of the Russian Federation, etc.

- sociological method,
involves
the
use
of
questionnaires in order to
identify the objective state of
motivation of pedagogical
activity, interest in educational
technologies, striving for the
pedagogical activity efficiency,
employers’ satisfaction with
the quality of teacher training.

4. Employer’s
satisfaction with training
outcomes

The level of the employers’
satisfaction with the quality of teacher
training. The number of points for each
indicator (the points are not cumulative) is
0-100-150. Productivity and efficiency of
educational activities:
1. The share of students who
showed the average or above regional
results (average data for the intercertification period) according to the final

3.
accentuation

and

methodical
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certification results.
2. The share of students who have
achieved “4” and “5” over the past three
years as a result of external control.
Diagrams, graphs and other documents
confirming the knowledge quality dynamics
0-50-100-200.
3. The results of the students’
participation in the subject quizzes.
Availability of certificates, diplomas or
other documents of medalists and winners of
competitions 0-10-40-80-100-120-150, etc.
The implementation of the functional mechanism for technological updating based on the
specified criteria and indicators (Table 2, criterion 4) affected the quality of the pedagogical education:
the satisfaction with the teachers’ and students’ educational process;
the growth of the indicators of the pedagogic profession choice among pupils, students of
colleges and universities;
the growth of the number of exemplary students;
the satisfaction of employers (heads of educational institutions) with the quality of
teacher training at college and university;
the growth of the number of students and teachers participating in pedagogical skill
competitions and involved in innovative scientific and methodological activities.
One of the important indicators of the quality of pedagogical education was the level of the future
teacher competence formation. The competence structure can be measured by diagnosing three
accentuations: cognitive (knowledge and understanding), activity (practical and operational knowledge
application), personal (personal qualities, attitudes, value orientations) (Bloom, 1956).
342 students of Kazan Federal University took part in the accentuation diagnosis experiment in
2018 (Table 3). Various tools were used to diagnose the accentuations - the future teacher competence
level:
to diagnose the expertise, knowledge and skills - the tests of open and closed type;
to diagnose the skills - logical and practical tasks;
to diagnose the expertise (automated skills) - cases with real pedagogical situations.
Table 3. Accentuation of the students’ professional competences before and after the experiment
Levels
Before experiment
After experiment
Accent
L
Ave
Hi
L
Ave
Hi
uation
ow
rage
gh
ow
rage
gh
Persona
49
42
9
9
60
31
lized
Cogniti
52
41
7
14
41
45
ve
Activit
36
47
17
8
48
44
y
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According to Table 3, it can be seen that there is a positive trend in accentuations - changes in the
number of students with the highest level of personality-oriented knowledge and skills, which was 31%,
which is more than 22% higher than before the experiment.
Cognitive accentuation – 45%, which is 38% higher than before the experiment. Activity – 44%,
which is 27% higher than before the experiment. The levels were assessed using psychometric methods (a
set of tests and questionnaires), the answers to which were generalized by the experts using mathematical
processing methods.
Conclusion
The results obtained in the course of the study made it possible to draw conclusions on the use of
the functional mechanism for technological teacher training update at the universities: (1) the functional
mechanism should be understood as an organizational and pedagogical system of actions, a package of
measures (with its goals, criteria and means); (2) the mechanism structure should ensure the
implementation of the functions of monitoring, conceptualization, informatization and gamification,
systematization and classification, forecasting and synergistic analysis, reflection, feedback, continuity,
etc.; (3) it is better to check the effectiveness of the functional mechanism not only according the formal
indicators of technological equipment of pedagogical education (number of computers, interactive
equipment, etc.), but on the basis of criteria (personalized accentuation, cognitive accentuation, activity
accentuation, employer satisfaction with training outcomes).
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